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Vvi5d ieni vedouci bakalSisk6 pr6ce:

The bachelor thesis deals with the origins and early evolution of the English parliament from
Anglo-Saxon times to the Tudor succession. The opening chapters introduce the Anglo-Saxon

assemblies that were imported by the Germanic settlers in the fifth and sixth centuries and

became known as witenagemots. They describe the gradual progress from irregular and
poorly recorded meetings in the early stages to the increasingly regular and formalised
assemblies of the pre-Conquest period, with s€t attendance rules and practically nationwide
representation. The thesis explains how the composition of witan reflected the essential
power structures in the society and the high status of prominent church dignitaries,
magnates and some lower nobility who were asked to assist the king in dealing with
government matters. ln addition to the judicial and advisory functions, it mentions its role in
resolving succession disputes.
The following chapters describe the changes associated with the Norman rule after the
conquest of 1066, especially the differentiation between the greater assemblies which
evolved into parliament, and the smaller royal councils as precursors of the cabinet. The

author demonstrates how the power of the greater assemblies depended on the rulers'
needs for financial and military support and how the economic and social changes that
gradually empowered the towns and local gentry influenced their share in parliament
participation and representation. The significance of Magna Carta as an important
negotiation tool is highlighted in relation to the parliamentary reforms of the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries. The closing chapters explain the eventual bicameral structure of
parliament and the unparalleled status of English parliamentary assemblies compared with
their counterparts in medieval Europe.

The thesis is well organised and written in a very good and clear English, with only occasional

minor grammar issues, such as article omissions or misplaced prepositions. The author has

demonstrated excellent understanding of and ability to use advanced historical terminology.
The use of secondary sources and referencing are excellent, considering the range and

complexity of the topic.

Prdce splfiuje zikladni poiadavky kladen6 na tento typ praci, a proto ji doporuduji k 6stni

obhajob6.

Navrhovani zn6mka: v'y'bornE

Otdzky k obhaiob6:

1. Where do you see the main continuities between the Anglo-saxon witan and the Norman

assemblies?

2. What was the main significance of the knights in parliaments?

3. When we talk about westminster becoming the centre of government during the reitn of
Henry lll, what main buildings would we find there and what were their functions?
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